The complexity of the polynomial ideal membership problem over arbitrary fields within the framework of arithmetic networks is investigated. We prove that the parallel complexity of this problem is single exponential over any infinite field. Our lower bound is obtained by combining a modification of Mayr and Meyer's (1982) key construction with an elementary degree bound.
INTRODUCTION
The polynomial ideal membership problem IM(k) over a field k is the computational problem to decide for given polynomials f 1 , ..., f r , g # k[X 1 , ..., X m ] whether g lies in the ideal generated by f 1 , ..., f r . In a well-known work Mayr and Meyer [MM 82] proved that this problem is exponential space hard over the rationals with respect to log-lin reducibility. This implies that there is a positive constant c such that any Turing machine deciding IM(Q) requires space at least 2 cn on infinitely many instances of size n. For a recent survey on the complexity of this and related problems we refer to [Ma 97] .
In this paper we investigate the computational complexity of IM(k) over arbitrary fields k. Of course, the model of Turing machines is inadequate for dealing with this problem in such generality. Instead, we may use computational models from algebraic complexity theory in which field elements are considered as entities and arithmetic operations and comparisons are performed at unit cost. Examples of such computational models are algebraic computation trees [St 83, Be 83], arithmetic networks [Ga 86], and the BSS-machine [BSS 89 ] which has recently attracted a lot of attention. (For a detailed treatment of algebraic complexity theory we refer to [BCS 96 ].) As we will focus on the parallel complexity we will use the model of arithmetic networks in which the parallel computation time is formalized as the depth of these networks. However, our lower bounds hold as well for the sequential complexity in any of the above mentioned models.
Let us briefly review the strategy in Mayr and Meyer's proof. The authors consider a complexity theoretic analogue ESC of the halting problem which is exponential space complete by construction. In a first step an instance of ESC of size n is reduced to an instance of IM(Q) in which some generators q 1 X e n 1 &q 2 X e n 2 have doubly exponential degree e n :=2 2 n in n. In a key construction the authors show how to reduce this instance of IM(Q) to one, in which all the generators have bounded degree and the number of variables and generators is O(n). (Actually, the reduction are to word problems of commutative semigroups, which are equivalent to ideal membership problems for binomial ideals.) We remark that Yap [Ya 91] has succeeded in improving this construction.
By slightly modifying Mayr and Meyer's original construction we will prove the following statement.
of binomials of degree at most five in the variables X 1 , ..., X m(n) over the field k, m(n)=|R *, + n | =10n+2, such that (e n :=2 2 n ),
Moreover, R *, + n can be``easily computed '' from n, *, +.
Thus any arithmetic network for deciding IM(k) can be used to test for given *, + # k whether +=* e n . On the other hand, by an elementary degree argument essentially due to Kung [Ku 76], any network performing this task has depth at least log e n =2 n . (This holds true over any infinite field k, cf. Lemma 2.1.) In this way, we can prove the subsequent statement which is quite analogous to Meyer and Mayr's original result. Theorem 1.2. Let k be an infinite field. There is a positive constant c such that for any sequence (N n ) of arithmetic networks over k solving IM(k) we have depth(N n ) 2 cn for infinitely many n.
Over a fixed finite field we cannot say much. However, for arithmetic networks over the integers which are supposed to solve IM(F p ) over all finite prime fields F p the same lower bounds hold. This follows quickly from the theorem by observing that any such arithmetic network necessarily solves IM(Q). Corollary 1.3. There is a positive constant c such that for any sequence (N n ) of arithmetic networks over Z which solves IM(F p ) over all finite prime fields F p we have depth(N n ) 2 cn for infinitely many n.
As made explicit in the paper [BS 88] by Bayer and Stillman, the construction of Mayr and Meyer exhibits small degree polynomials f 1 , ..., f r , g such that g # ( f 1 , ..., f r ), but for any representation g= i h i f i at least one of the cofactors h i must have doubly exponential degree in the number of variables m. We would like to stress that this fact is not strong enough to conclude Theorem 1.2.
In In much the same way one can prove the subsequent theorem, which states that IM(k) is solvable in single exponential parallel time by à`u niversal'' sequence of arithmetic networks over Z.
Theorem 1.4. There is a sequence of arithmetic networks (N n ) over Z solving IM(k) over any field k such that N n has size 2 2 O(n) and depth 2 O(n) .
This result shows that the lower bounds in Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 are optimal up to order of magnitude. To summarize: The parallel complexity of the polynomial ideal membership problem IM(k) is single exponential over any infinite field k.
We remark that the equation Y=X e n of doubly exponential degree has already been used in the literature in several places in connection with the quantifier elimination problem. Based on the construction in [FR 74 ] to simulate repeated powering by small size formulas, a doubly exponential lower bound on the complexity of the quantifier elimination problem over the reals or complex numbers was established in [He 83, DH 88, We 88]. However, these results do not apply to decision problems, since they rely on the fact that the output size for certain inputs must be necessarily huge. That exponential parallel time is necessary for the corresponding decision problem within an algebraic model of computation was observed in [Cu 93].
Our approach to study the complexity of computational problems in commutative algebra within an algebraic framework and not in the bitmodel may turn out to be fruitful for other problems as well. For instance, consider the problem to test whether an ideal is radical. 
If the field k is ordered we also allow for sign gates sign with the obvious meaning. A selection gate is associated with the function sel:
Furthermore, some of the nodes are marked as output gates and arities have to be respected.
Assume N has n arithmetic and m boolean input nodes which are thought to be ordered in some way. Then N may be executed on inputs in k n _[F, T] m in the obvious way and yields as output the values in the output nodes (provided no division by zero occurs). The size of N is defined as the number of its gates, whereas the depth of N is the depth of the underlying acyclic graph. We interpret the size as the sequential execution time of N and the depth as its parallel execution time. An arithmetic circuit is an arithmetic network which does not possess gates of boolean type. (For formal definitions we refer to von zur Gathen [Ga 86].)
We have to agree how an instance of IM(k) should be encoded to serve as an input of an arithmetic network. A polynomial will be given in its sparse representation, that is, as a list of the occurring monomials *X
which will itself be described by a sequence
where code stands for some reasonable binary encoding and M # N. For simplicity, we embed [F, T] in k by F [ 0, T [ 1 and thus interpret x as an element of k
M+1
; thus we do not distinguish field elements from boolean elements in the input.
Convention. When considering a sequence of arithmetic networks (N n ) over k which solves the polynomial ideal membership problem IM(k) we will always assume that N n has exactly n arithmetic input nodes and exactly one boolean output node.
We will need the following degree bound on the complexity to decide membership to hypersurfaces. This result can be found in slightly varying form in several places [ Lemma 2.1. Let k denote the algebraic closure of an infinite field k, let W/k n be an irreducible hypersurface of degree d, and assume that W(k) :=W & k n is Zariski-dense in W. Then any arithmetic network N deciding membership of points in k n to W(k) has depth at least log 2 d.
Proof. Let ; be a map which assigns to the gates of boolean type of N values in [F, T]. We denote by D(;) the set of all inputs x # k n such that upon execution of N on x the boolean gates get the values prescribed by ;. The set W(k) equals the finite union of all D( ;) corresponding to maps ; which assign to the unique output node the value T. As W(k) is irreducible there is some D :=D( ;) which is Zariski-dense in W(k). This set D is described by conditions and modify it to obtain Proposition 1.1. For n # N we consider the following ten variables of level n:
We recursively define sets R n of binomial generators by
and R n :=R n&1 _ Q n for n 1, where Q n consists of the following ten generators of level n involving only variables of level n or n&1:
Let us denote by M n the set of all indeterminates of level 0 & n. In the next section we will analyze the structure of R n and in particular show that
For n # N and *, + # k _ we consider now the following substitutions of the indeterminates of level n:
The indeterminates of level 0 &<n remain unchanged. By performing these substitutions in the polynomials of R n we obtain a new set of generators which we denote by R *, + n . These generators are binomials of degree at most five in the set of variables M n , which is obtained from M n by discarding the B n, i , C n, i for 1 i 4. (Note that except for two generators all binomials in R *, + n are a difference of two power products in the variables.) Moreover, |M n | =|R *, + n | =10n+2. The subsequent crucial lemma will be demonstrated in the next section.
Lemma 2.2. For n # N and *, + # k _ we have S n Â (R *, + n ). Using this, Proposition 1.1 follows immediately: Equations (2.1) imply that S n &+ &1 * e n F n # (R *, + n ) for all *, + # k _ . Therefore, if +=* e n , then we have S n &F n # (R *, + n ). To show the opposite direction assume by way of contradiction that S n &F n # (R *, + n ) and +{* e n . This implies S n # (R *, + n ), which contradicts Lemma 2.2.
As already sketched in the introduction, Theorem 1.2 follows now by combining Proposition 1.1 with Lemma 2.1 (applied to the zeroset W/k 2 of the polynomial Y&X e n ). We remark that Lemma 2.2 is somewhat subtle as S n is contained in the radical of the ideal (R *, + n ) provided * 2 {1. This can be conveniently proven by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz: It suffices to check that if an element of the zeroset of (R *, + n ) has S n -coordinate different from zero, then necessarily * 2 =1. To show the latter, first check that all coordinates of such an element are nonzero. In a second step note that such an element satisfies the equations
from which one concludes * 2 =1. We will not need this remark in what follows.
GRAPH STRUCTURE OF MAYR AND MEYER'S CONSTRUCTION
In this section we will supply the proof of Lemma 2.2 by analyzing the structure of the set of generators R n . For this it will be useful to take a graph theoretical viewpoint similarly as in [BS 88 ].
We begin with some general considerations. By a path in a graph G from an node v 0 to a node v l we will understand a sequence v 0 , v 1 , ... , v 1 , ..., v l is a path in G, 0 m<l&1, and [v l , v m ] is an edge of G (cf. Fig. 3.1) . Such a sling is a cycle iff m=0. 
is contained in the ideal generated by F. This shows the easier part of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let F be a set of binomials.
1. If X a # (F) then there is a sling in G(F) rooted in a.
2. Assume F is monic. Then X a &X b # (F ) iff there exists a path in G(F ) from a to b.
Proof. Any element g of the ideal (F) has a representation g=:
We consider the set of edges S :=[[a i +u ij , b i +u ij ] | * ij {0] as a subgraph of G(F ) and call it the support of this representation.
1. Assume X a # (F) has a representation with support S. There must be an edge in S which connects v 0 :=a with some node v 1 . Assume now that v 0 , v 1 , ..., v l is a path in S. As the term X v l cancels in the given representation of X a , there must be an edge If v 0 , ..., v l+1 are not pairwise distinct, we have found a sling in G(F ) rooted in a. Otherwise, we may repeat this argumentation with v 0 , ..., v l+1 . This procedure stops as |l| |S|.
2. Let X a &X b have a representation with support S. If S contains a cycle v 0 , ..., v l , v 0 , then by adding a suitable scalar multiple of 0=
to the given representation, we may obtain a new representation with support strictly contained in S. Thus we may assume w.l.o.g. that S does not contain a cycle. Let a=v 0 , ..., v l be a path in S. If v l =b we are done. Otherwise, as X v l cancels, there must be an edge
As S does not contain a cycle, the sequence v 0 , ..., v l+1 forms a path and we may repeat this argument. This procedures stops as |l| |S|. K Let us fix some notations. If B is a set of power products in X 1 , ..., X m , then
$ is another set of power products. Let G be a graph whose nodes are certain power products in X 1 , ..., X m . We will denote by X u } G the image of G under the map of nodes
In a similar way, we define X u } ? for a path ? in G. If Y 1 , ..., Y n are further indeterminates, we may interpret the nodes of G as power products in X 1 , ..., Y n . The extension of G with respect to Y 1 , ..., Y n is defined as the union of the graphs Y u } G, where u # N n . We are now going to construct four subgraphs H n (1), ..., H n (4) of G(R n ), n # N, which will each turn out to be a union of certain connected components of G(R n ). Thus, if there is a path from a to b in G(R n ) and a is a node of H n ( j), then b is also a node of H n ( j). We will write B n for the set of power products in B &, i , 0 & n, 1 i 4, and P n for the set of power products in B n, i , 1 i 4.
We proceed by induction on n. H 0 ( j) is a bipartite graph whose set of nodes is the disjoint union of A 0 ( j) :=S 0 C 0, j B 0 and E 0 ( j) :
, where p # B 0 . They clearly form a (nonperfect) matching. It is convenient to think of H 0 ( j) as having a coarse structure which consists of the two super nodes A 0 ( j), E 0 ( j) and one super edge connecting these nodes. The fine structure of the superedge is a matching which we describe with the label 1 [ B 2 0, j in a suggestive way (cf. Fig. 3.2) . Let n>0. The set of nodes of the graph H n ( j) is the union of the ten supernodes (1 i 4),
The set of edges of H n ( j) is the union of the eleven superedges which are indicated in Fig. 3 .3. The five among those not carrying a label are perfect matchings. For instance, the superedge connecting A n ( j) with U n, 1 ( j) consists of the edges [S n C n, j p, S n&1 C n&1, 1 C n, j p], where p # B n . The two nonvertical superedges carrying a label are nonperfect matchings. For instance, the superedge loop at D n, 2 ( j) consists of the edges
The four vertical superedges are essentially copies of the H n&1 (i), 1 i 4. More specifically, let H n&1 (i) be the extension of C n, j } H n&1 (i) with respect to the variables B n, 1 , ..., B n, 4 . H n&1 (i) has with the graph constructed so far only the nodes of
in common. The i th vertical superedge is obtained by pasting in H n&1 (i) between the supernodes U n, i ( j) and D n, i ( j).
FIG. 3.3.
The graph H n ( j) for n>0.
By comparing this recursive construction with the recursive definition of R n , the reader may now quickly check that each H n ( j) is in fact a union of certain connected components of G(R n ).
Again by induction on n, we will now construct a path ? n ( j) in H n ( j) from S n C n, j # A n ( j) to F n C n, j B e n n, j # E n ( j). In conjunction with Lemma 3.1, this will prove Eqs. (2.1). (In the subsequent Lemma 3.2 we will even show that this path is unique.)
For n=0 everything is obvious, so assume n>0. In a first step, the path ? n ( j) goes from the node S n C n, j in A n ( j) via the supernodes U n, 1 ( j) and D n, 1 ( j) to the node S n&1 C n&1, 2 C n, j B e n&1 n&1, 1 in U n, 2 ( j), where the superedge H n&1 (1) is traversed along the path C n, j } ? n&1 (1). In a second step, ? n ( j) traverses H n&1 (2) along C n, j B e n&1 n&1, 1 } ? n&1 (2) and then successively passes the superedge loop at D n, 2 ( j) in total e n&1 times. From there the path ? n ( j) returns to U n, 2 ( j) via D n, 3 ( j) and U n, 3 ( j) by passing the third vertical superedge in the reverse direction along C n, j B e n&1 &1 n&1, 1 B n&1, 4 B e n&1 n, j } ? n&1 (3). By checking what happened to the``counter variables'' B &, i we see that the path has landed in the node
n, j # U n, 2 ( j).
We repeat now the big loop of the second step another e n&1 &1 times, but in the last passage we stop in U n, 3 ( j) and do not return to U n, 2 ( j). We thus end up in the node S n&1 C n&1, 3 C n, j B e n&1 n&1, 4 B e n n, j . (Note that e 2 n&1 =e n .) In the last step, the path ? n ( j) goes via D n, 4 ( j) and U n, 4 ( j) to E n ( j) by traversing the fourth vertical superedge in the reverse direction along C n, j B e n n, j } ? n&1 (4). As claimed, it ends up in F n C n, j B e n n, j . The following lemma captures the essential properties of the graphs H n ( j). It is essentially a strengthening of [MM 82, Lemma 8]. By a top node of H n ( j) we will understand a node in A n ( j) _ E n ( j) having the form S n C n, j p or F n C n, j p with some p # P n .
Lemma 3.2. 1. The graph H n ( j) does not contain a sling rooted in a top node.
2. The only paths in H n ( j) connecting a top node in A n ( j) with some node in E n ( j) (not necessarily top) are of the form p } ? n ( j) for some p # P n . The same is true for paths connecting a top node in E n ( j) with some node in A n ( j).
Proof. To become familiar with the mechanism of the construction, the reader is advised to study the case n=1 first. There, the claims can be easily verified by tracing the exponents of the variables B 0, 1 , ..., B 0, 4 along hypothetical paths. In much the same way one can check the induction step n&1^n by tracing the exponents of B n&1, i . For this, one has to rely on all claims for the parameter n&1, which provide the necessary information about the vertical superedges H n&1 (i). The details are left to the reader. K Of course, the statements of this lemma also hold for the graph G(R n ), since H n ( j) is a union of connected components of G(R n ).
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The structure of the graph of R *, + n is closely related to those of R n . To describe this relation, replace in Fig. 3 .3 the supernode A n ( j) by A n :=S n B n&1 , E n ( j) by E n :=F n B n&1 , U n&1, i ( j) by A n&1 (i), and D n&1, i ( j) by E n&1 (i). Moreover, replace the superedges H n&1 (i) by H n&1 (i) and give the superedge loop at D n, 2 ( j) (now E n&1 (2)) the label B n&1, 2 [ B n&1, 3 . The resulting graph H n is easily seen to be a union of connected components of G(R *, + n ). Using the properties of the graphs H n&1 (i) expressed in Lemma 3.2 one shows in the same way as in the proof of this lemma, that H n does not contain a sling rooted in S n . By Lemma 3.1 this completes the proof of Lemma 2.2. K We finally remark that the graph H n (2) contains a sling rooted in S 2 C 2, j B 0, 4 # U 2, 4 ( j) which traverses H 1 (1) via C 2, j } p(1), passes directly from U 2, 2 ( j) to U 2, 3 ( j), and traverses H 1 (4) in the reverse direction along C 2, j } p(4). By using q(i) instead of p(i) in the vertical superedges we obtain another path Q in H 2 ( j) connecting the same nodes as P. The sling we are looking for is now described as follows: first go from S 2 C 2, j B 2 0, 3 B 2 0, 4 to the initial node of P, travers P, and then return to the initial node of P by traversing Q backwards. 
